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G            D
The tide is rising, and so are we!

FRENCH
Monte la fièvre, tourne le vent

Pour notre Terre, pour nos enfants

Monte l'urgence, Voici le Temps

Humains levons-nous maintenant

Humains levons-nous maintenant!

SPANISH
Como la marea, nos alzamos

Como la marea, nos alzamos

Con la tormenta nos levantamos

Llegó la hora de alzarnos

Llegó la hora de alzarnos!

D            C            D
The tide is rising, and so are we!

G            D
The tide is rising, and so are we!

D            Am            Bm
This is where we are called to be,

Bm    C    D    G

This is where we are called to be!

**Verses**
The task is mighty...
The land is holy...
The storm is raging...
The sun is shining...
The world is ready..